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1.0 Introduction 

 

1.1  This Statement of Community Involvement supports the proposed comprehensive 

redevelopment of the Mill Lane Opportunity Site by Berkeley Homes (Three Valleys) Ltd. This 

statement forms part of the Mill Lane 2015 application, which for operational purposes 

consists of three applications for development at Mill Lane. These applications follow the  

refusal of two of the previous planning application’s and withdrawal of a third application in 

December 2014 and January 2015.  

 

1.2  This statement has been prepared as an updated addendum to the previously submitted 

Statement of Community Involvement dated 03.09.14 as submitted by Maddox Associates 

on behalf of Berkeley Homes to support the continued community engagement undertaken 

in revising this application. 

 

1.3 A full copy of the Maddox report ref (0095) dated 03.09.14 can be found in Appendix A. 

 

2.0  Planning History 

2.1 There is a varied planning history for the site, however, most recently and of most relevance 

to these applications, are the four planning applications (A-D) that were submitted in August 

2014. The detail of these applications is set out below. 

 

2.2 Application A (ref. 14/01714/FUL) was described as follows: 

 

“Demolition of existing mill buildings, existing warehouses, associated structures and 

former Skindles hotel. Construction of 187 dwellings and 40 senior living apartments, 

restaurant, improvements to existing boatyard, new square, new open space, new 

pedestrian footway and cycle links, car parking, enhanced biodiversity, flood 

mitigation measures, removal of trees and re-provision on site, retention and 



refurbishment of historic buildings on site into 18 further dwellings, new road 

junction, landscaping and associated works”. 

 

2.3 The application was refused by way of notice dated 19th December 2014 for reasons that 

included;  

 

• the adverse impact on the openness of the Green Belt by way of the significant 

height of buildings proposed to replace the Taplow Mill; 

• the dominance of residential development which fails to incorporate other uses to 

any significant degree; 

• lack of open space provision; 

• no safe access into the site from the A4 (Bath Road) 

• the proposed layout of the scheme failing to adequately reduce the opportunity for 

crime or create a safe place to live and failure to demonstrate adequate and 

practical parking provision.  

 

2.4 Application B (ref. 14/0715/LBC) sought listed building consent for alterations to Glen Island 

House, specifically: 

 

“Conversion of existing building into 2 two storey dwellings and 2 apartments”. 

 

2.5 The alterations to the Grade II listed building were granted subject to conditions by notice 

dated 18th December 2014. 

 

2.6 Application C (ref.14/1716/FUL) was refused planning permission for by notice dated 6th 

January 2015 for: 

 

“The construction of a footbridge over the Thames from Mill Island to Ray Mead 

Island”. 

 

2.7 While Planning Committee resolved to grant planning permission in this instance, the 

application was subsequently refused due to the failure of the applicant to complete an 

appropriate legal agreement in relation to the construction and maintenance of the 

proposed bridge. The design of the bridge was considered acceptable. 



 

2.8 Application D (ref. 14/01760/FUL) concerned the Maidenhead Holder Station, Former BG 

Depot Site and Maidenhead Sea Cadets locations. The application proposed: 

 

“Demolition of existing gas holder and associated structures and redevelopment of 

site to provide a commercial building and 12 dwellings, car parking, landscaping and 

associated works”. 

 

2.9 The application was withdrawn before a refusal decision was issued. The reasons for refusal 

are discussed in further detail within the Planning Statement, dated May 2015 which 

accompanies this revised application. 

 

3.0 Revised Application 

 

3.1 The revised Mill Lane 2015 application comprises of the following three applications; 

 

Application A 

A full application for planning permission and an application for Conservation Area consent 

for the demolition of the existing mill buildings, warehouses, associated structures and the 

former Skindles hotel to provide 141 new dwellings and 40 senior living apartments and  a 

restaurant; retention and refurbishment of historic buildings on site to provide 18 further 

dwellings; improvements to the existing boatyard to include boat chandlery; enhanced open 

space, new pedestrian footway and cycle links, car parking, enhanced biodiversity, flood 

mitigation measures, removal of TPO trees with re-provision on-site, landscaping; , new road 

junction, and associated works. 

 

Application C 

A Full application for planning permission and an application for Conservation Area consent 

for the construction of a footbridge over the Thames from Mill Island to Ray Mill Island and 

associated works. 

 

Application D 

A Full application for planning permission and an application for Conservation Area consent 

to provide 941m2 of commercial space, car parking, a café cart, landscaping and associated 

works.  

 

3.2 This report will address all community engagement which has occurred since the refusal of 

the Mill Lane 2014 application. The policy context and consultation methodology will build 

upon that identified within Chapter 2 and 3 of the Maddox Associates report, ref (0095) 

dated 03.09.14. (Appendix A) 

 



4.0 SBDC Members Briefing 

 

4.1  Members discussed the scheme at length during the committee meeting on December 17th, 

prior to recommending the scheme be refused. On concluding that this was their Decision, 

the Committee Chairman invited Berkeley to engage with the committee further prior to 

submitting a second scheme. This invitation was accepted and an informal briefing was held 

between Berkeley , SBDC Development Manager Stephen Kyle and a select group of 

committee members on Feb 2nd 2015 at SBDC’s offices, Denham. 

 

4.2 The briefing involved Berkeley presenting their updated ideas for the scheme in response to 

the discussions held at the planning committee in December 2014. There was also informal 

discussion with members as to their aspirations for the redevelopment of the site, building 

upon the adopted SPD dated June 2013. 

 

4.3 Berkeley produced a design concept booklet which can be shown in Appendix B, dated 

February 2015. 

 

4.4 The changes made by Berkeley to the scheme as shown to members can be summarised as 

follows: 

 

-  The proposed access to the site was discussed and they supported the principle of the 

proposal which avoided the need for signals but advised Berkeley continued discussions with 

Bucks CC to find a solution which all parties support. 

 

- Building material choice was highlighted as a point for consideration and the importance of 

using a suitable brick at Skindles to complement the Grade I listed Maidenhead Bridge. 

 

- The redesign of the Senior Living facility to a more traditional vernacular which reflects the 

surrounding area utilising a more appropriate red brick was welcomed by all members. 

 

- A request for detailed parking plans to be included in the revised submission and to aim to 

exceed parking standards where possible was encouraged. 

 



- Jubilee Riverside South was completely redesigned in order for the houses to not exceed the 

height parameters of the SPD. As a result of this the former modern boat houses were 

replaced by more traditional red brick homes, which best reflect the surrounding area.  

Berkeley used the example of their Butlers Court development at Beaconsfield as an 

example of what the new design may entail. Members were pleased by this change and the 

reduction in height of the homes on this part of the site. It was also noted that the 

apartments by the Jubilee Weir has also been replaced by lower density housing.  

 

- The three modern apartment buildings to the north of the weir had been replaced by a more 

traditional red brick wharf and mill building to reflect the historical reference to the paper 

mill. These new buildings had also greatly reduced in height from being 6 storey’s down to 3 

and 4 storey in height, both with an additional set back glass penthouse. The reduction in 

height was significant compared to the previous submission which was highlighted on a plan 

shown to members.  

 

- It was suggested by both the members and Stephen Kyle that Berkeley visited the Kings Mill 

development in Denham as an example of good waterside architecture. 

 

-  In response to addressing concerns as to the setting of the Grade II listed Glen Island House, 

the revised design no longer included a third apartment building on the northern part of the 

site. Instead this has been replaced by two smaller rows of terraced town houses and mews 

housed which are far smaller in scale and mass, and create a much softer and enhanced 

setting for both Glen Island House and the Stables in this location. This change again was 

positively received. 

 

- The internal design and layout for Glen Island House was approved at committee. Members 

confirmed that all the proposed conversions were appropriately designed and did not cause 

any reason for concern and were supported as part of the original scheme. Berkeley 

confirmed they did not intend to alter any of the designs for the conversions. 

 

- The Jubilee Square was not well received at committee as it was perceived to be too much 

of an urban feature. It  was suggested this would be more suitable as a green area. This 

change had been made to the scheme which was noted. The waterwheel had also become 



more traditional in design to compliment with the new style of apartment building which 

again was noted. 

 

- The retention of the Jubilee Riverside Walk was supported, as was Berkeley’s commitment 

to resubmit the application for the footbridge. The footbridge design was approved at 

committee and only given a refusal notice as the applicant did not enter into the associated 

legal agreement. Berkeley confirmed they intend to resubmit the footbridge with no 

changes to what was presented to committee in December 2014. 

 

- The importance of open space and encouraging use of the riverside frontages was 

highlighted. This included making more where possible of the open space. Members asked if 

the car park by the proposed offices could be moved elsewhere to open up this space more 

as a usable public space. Berkeley noted this point and said they would look to rationalise 

the car park where possible to increase the open space however, given the flood constraints 

this was the most suitable location for parking. Berkeley also promised to look to enhance 

these areas further as part of their revised proposals. 

 

-  The revised proposals and loss of the third apartment building, and the apartment buildings 

by the weir means that the scheme was now 46 homes fewer with the total for the entire 

Mill Lane redevelopment (not including the additional gas holder site) reducing from 245 to 

199. 

 

- Members had no comments on the no’s of homes proposed on either application. 

 

4.5 Following the members briefing, Berkeley revised their proposals further before undergoing 

 further consultation with the following key groups; 

 

5.0 Taplow Parish Council 20th January 

 

5.1 Taplow Parish Council met with Berkeley Homes on 20th January at Taplow Village Hall. 

Berkeley presented a similar brochure as shown to Committee Members but with further 

detail as to the materials used on the Jubilee Mill and Wharf Apartment buildings. Appendix 

C, dated March 2015. 

 



 

 

5.2 The revised scheme was warmly welcomed and the main areas which the Parish Council 

wanted Berkeley to address were as follows; 

 

- Provide a detailed parking plan within the revised application. 

- Utilise the open space better and if possible include an interest trail on the meadow land. 

- Provide information as to how the open space will be maintained in the future. 

- Provide more public access to the river where possible.  

 

6.0 Stakeholder Meeting 9th February 2015 

 

6.1 There are many keen local interest groups who have been involved since the start in the 

development of the Mill Lane SPD. In order to meet with all those interested fairly, a 

meeting was organised too see all these groups at once. This meeting was held at Taplow 

Investments on Mill Lane and was attended by the Berkeley Development team. 

 

6.2 The brochure presented to this interested group was the same as above but with the 

introduction of a possible roundabout at the access, rather than the refused right hand turn. 

 

6.3 The roundabout was developed following further consultation with Bucks CC as a safer and 

more appropriate access than traffic signals. 

 

6.4 Representatives from the following local groups attended the meeting held at 6.30pm on 

the 9th February; 

 

- Hitcham and Taplow Society 

- Maidenhead Civic Society 

- River Thames Society 

- Ellington Road Residents Association 

- Local Ecologist, Des O’Sullivan 

- Taplow Investments Owner, Heather Fenn 

 



6.5 On the whole the revised proposals were again positively received, with the change in 

architectural style, reduction in height and the loss of the third apartment building nearest 

Glen Island House welcomed by all parties. 

 

6.6 The roundabout was also warmly received as a far more sensible arrangement than signals 

in order to not disrupt traffic along the A4 unnecessarily. 

 

6.7 Whilst a lot of the criticisms of the previous application had already been addressed in the 

revised scheme, other points which were raised included: 

 

7.0 River Access 

 

7.1 A lot of discussion was had as to whether the applicant was able to open up the entire 

riverbank for public access. Berkeley reminded stakeholders that firstly they do not own the 

entirety of the Thames River Bank and secondly that part of the bank is untouched land with 

a high ecological value, so opening up access to the public would not be appropriate.  

 

7.2 Since the meeting Berkeley has enhanced the public access to the Thames where possible by 

improving picnic areas at both the Riverside Car Park area and the new pedestrian bridge. 

Viewing platforms have also been introduced on the three river inlets. 

 

8.0 Management of Open Space 

 

8.1 This was again a concern of all parties as to the long term management of the Open Space. 

Berkeley have confirmed that GEM estates will be managing the site and supporting 

information is appended to the submitted planning statement. 

 

8.2 Other points discussed which have been considered include: 

 

-  Reference was made to introducing a Café on the site similar to Jenner’s Café on the 

Maidenhead Side. In response Berkeley has allowed for provision of a Café Cart to occupy 

the car park and picnic area by the new proposed offices.  

 



-  Some members of the group asked for a small retail unit on the site whilst the River Thames 

Society asked for more to be made of the boat yard. In response to this the application now 

includes a Chandlery as part of the purpose built boat yard facility. This will encourage a 

more active boating community and also be a place where locals could potentially buy items 

such as milk and bread.  

 

9.0 Local resident groups 28th January 

 

9.1 Further to the above Berkeley met separately with interested parties and local residents 

who live on Mill Lane itself. These included the residents of Mallards Reach and Pages 

Wharf. 

 

9.2 These parties supported the previous application and any concerns this was reflected as no 

reasons for refusal apart from the access where given for the part of the scheme nearest 

these properties, however the change to the brick for the senior living facility was 

welcomed. 

 

9.3 hey also supported the introduction of more visitor parking bays being introduced opposite 

their houses. 

 

10.0 Maidenhead Sea Cadets 

 

10.1 A meeting was held between Maidenhead Sea Cadets and Berkeley Homes to review the 

proposals.  

 

10.2 They were supportive of the revised scheme and the only change they requested at this 

meeting was the introduction of a gate between the Sea Cadets compound and the new car 

park to improve access to their facility and encourage visitors to use the car park. Berkeley 

have introduced this fence for the benefit of the Sea Cadets. 

 

11.0 Public Exhibition 

 

11.1 Two public exhibitions were held regarding the previous submission in April and June 2014.  

The comments and issues raised at these have already been reflected within  the current 



scheme. A further public exhibition to showcase the revised submission is scheduled to be 

held on June 16th 2015 at the Maidenhead Rowing Club. 

 

11.2 In addition to the exhibition at the Rowing Club, Berkeley has also requested permission to 

display these at the Village Hall, and ideally at the Taplow Village Summer Party. 

 

11.3 Further to this the updated boards will be uploaded to the dedicated website run by 

Berkeley Homes ( www.taplowpapermill.co.uk) which also includes an interactive feedback 

form. 

 

12.0 Summary and Conclusion 

 

12.1 The principle purpose of this statement is to set out the consultation outcome undertaken 

by Berkeley homes and as a result this statement demonstrates how closely the design and 

development team have worked collaboratively and openly with interested parties. 

 

12.2 Taking this approach throughout the design process has improved the quality and detailing 

within the scheme and encouraged the development of a scheme which now addresses the 

previous reasons for refusal, whilst gaining further public support.  

 

12.3 In addition to the extensive public engagement undertaken, Berkeley has also consulted 

with both local planning authorities, the highways authority and Bucks CC. 

 

12.4 A further update of this report will be submitted after the upcoming exhibition to summarise 

the feedback received.  
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( ( (
1.0( ( Introduction(

( ( (
1.1( ( This(Statement(of(Community(Involvement(supports(the(proposed(comprehensive(redevelopment(

of(the(Mill(Lane(Opportunity(Site(on(behalf(of(the(applicant,(Berkeley(Homes((Three(Valleys)(Ltd.((For(
operational(reasons(this(redevelopment(is(subject(to(four(planning(applications,(which(are(
submitted(simultaneously.((This(statement(has(been(prepared(in(such(a(way(that(it(supports(each(
application.(

( ( (
1.2( ( For(reference,(the(simultaneous(planning(applications(comprise(the(following:(

(
A. (‘the(wider(site’)(Full(planning(and(conservation(area(consent(for(demolition(of(existing(mill(

buildings,(existing(warehouses,(associated(structures(and(former(Skindles(hotel(to(provide(
187(dwellings(and(40(senior(living(apartments,(restaurant,(improvements(to(existing(
boatyard,(new(square,(new(open(space,(new(pedestrian(footway(and(cycle(links,(car(
parking,(enhanced(biodiversity,(flood(mitigation(measures,(removal(of(TPO(trees(and(rec
provision(oncsite,(retention(and(refurbishment(of(historic(buildings(on(site(into(18(further(
dwellings,(new(road(junction,(landscaping(and(associated(works((Application(A);(

B. (‘Glenn(Island(House’)(Listed(building(consent(for(alterations(to(Glen(Island(House(
(Application(B);(

C. (‘the(bridge(site’)(Full(application(and(conservation(area(consent(for(construction(of(a(
footbridge(over(the(Thames(from(Mill(Island(to(Ray(Mead(Island((Application(C).(

( ( (
1.3( ( The(applicant(is(currently(in(landowner(negotiations(with(National(Grid(in(respect(of(their(land(

interests(at(Mill(Lane(to(include(land(upon(which(is(situated(a(gasholder(and(operational(gas(
infrastructure.(Subject(to(agreeing(terms(with(National(Grid,(the(National(Grid(land,(which(includes(
the(former(gas(works(and(existing(gas(holder,(is(subject(to(a(separate(application(known(as(
Application(D.(For(reference,(Application(D(comprises(the(following:(
(

D. (‘National(Grid(site’)(Full(application(and(conservation(area(consent(for(demolition(of(
existing(gas(holder(and(restoration(of(the(land(to(provide(929(sqm((10,000(sqft)(of(
commercial(space(and(12(no.(homes,(car(parking,(landscaping(and(associated(works(
(Application(D).(

( ( (
1.4( ( Consequently,(the(Environmental(Statement(reports(the(assessment(of(the(comprehensive(

Masterplan(approach(including(the(development(proposed(by(Application(D,(as(this(also(respects(
the(ambition(and(objectives(of(the(adopted(SPD(for(the(Mill(Lane(Taplow(Opportunity(Area.(

( ( (
1.5( ( This(statement(introduces(the(policy(context(for(consultation(prior(to(submitting(a(planning(

application((section(2);(outlines(the(consultation(methodology((section(3);(provides(an(overview(of(
the(two(public(exhibitions(held(in(April(and(July(2014,(including(outcomes(and(the(applicant’s(
response((sections(4(and(5);(and(reaches(conclusions((section(6).(

( ( (
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2.0( ( Policy(Context(
( ( (

2.1( ( Section(122(of(the(Localism(Act((November(2011)(stipulates(that(for(certain(types(of(development(
an(applicant(for(planning(permission(must(publicise(the(application(in(such(a(manner(as(to(
reasonably(bring(it(to(the(attention(of(the(majority(of(persons(who(live(in,(or(otherwise(occupy(the(
vicinity(of(the(land.((The(applicant(has(to(have(regard(to(any(responses(to(this(consultation.!

( ( (
2.2! ( Berkeley(Homes(has(undertaken(extensive(precapplication(consultation(with(the(council(planning(

officers.((In(addition,(Berkeley(Homes(has(sought(to(involve(a(wide(range(of(interested(parties(and(to(
seek(their(feedback(on(initial(development(plans(to(assess(public(attitudes(towards(the(development(
proposals(and(to(identify(ways(in(which(the(scheme(could(be(improved.((The(target(groups(for(
engagement(included:!

$ Local(residents(and(stakeholders;((
$ Local(community(groups;(and(
$ The(Design(Council.(

( ( (
2.3( ( The(following(policies(and(guidance(are(relevant(to(consultation(prior(to(the(submission(of(a(

planning(application:((
(

1. National(Planning(Policy(Framework(on(precapplication(engagement(and(frontcloading(

(188c195);(and((

2.  Planning(Practice(Guidance(on(the(value(of(precapplication(engagement((001).(!
( ( (
( ( National (P lanning(Pol icy(Framework((NPPF)(
( ( (

2.2( ( Early(engagement(has(significant(potential(to(improve(the(efficiency(and(effectiveness(of(the(
planning(application(system(for(all(parties((188).(Good(quality(precapplication(discussion(enables(
better(coordination(between(public(and(private(resources(and(improved(outcomes(for(the(
community((188).(

( ( (
2.3( ( The(more(issues(that(can(be(resolved(at(precapplication(stage,(the(greater(the(benefits((190).(The(

right(information(is(crucial(to(good(decision(taking,(particularly(where(formal(assessments(are(
required((192).(To(avoid(delay,(applicants(should(discuss(what(information(is(needed(with(the(local(
planning(authority(and(expert(bodies(as(early(as(possible((192).(

( ( (
( ( P lanning(Pract ice(Guidance(
( ( (

2.4( ( Precapplication(engagement(by(prospective(applicants(offers(significant(potential(to(improve(both(
the(efficiency(and(effectiveness(of(the(planning(application(system(and(improve(the(quality(of(
planning(application(and(their(likelihood(of(success((001).((This(can(be(achieved(by:(

( ( (
( ( − Providing(an(understanding(of(the(relevant(planning(policies(and(other(material(

considerations(associated(with(a(proposed(development;(
− Working(collaboratively(and(openly(with(interested(parties(at(an(early(stage(to(identify,(

understand(and(seek(to(resolve(issues(associated(with(a(proposed(development;(
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− Discussing(the(possible(mitigation(of(the(impact(of(a(proposed(development,(including(any(
planning(conditions;(and(

− Identifying(the(information(required(to(accompany(a(formal(planning(application,(thus(
reducing(the(likelihood(of(delays(at(the(validation(stage.((The(information(requested(must(
be(reasonable((001).(

( ( (
2.5( ( The(approach(to(precapplication(engagement(needs(to(be(tailored(to(the(nature(of(the(proposed(

development(and(the(issues(to(be(addressed((001).(
( ( (
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3.0( ( Consultation(methodology(
( ( (

3.1( ( The(precapplication(consultation(methodology(comprises(the(following(steps:(
( ( (
( ( 1. Outline(proposals(were(presented(one(evening(to(local(stakeholders,(comprising(local(

groups(including(the(Ellington(Road(Residents(Asscociation((EDRA),(local(ward(members,(
neighbouring(residents(and(key(members(of(the(Hitcham(and(Taplow(Society(to(seek(an(

initial(view(in(end(March(2014.(
2. A(public(exhibition(held(in(April(2014(to(set(out(the(concept(of(the(scheme,(consult(the(

public(on(the(first(set(of(proposals(and(seek(their(feedback;(
3. Feedback(from(the(first(exhibition(was(analysed(and(helped(inform(more(detailed(

proposals;(
4. A(second(public(exhibition(held(in(July(2014(to(show(more(detailed(proposals;(further(

feedback(was(sought;(
5. Feedback(from(the(second(exhibition(was(analysed(and(helped(in(the(development(of(the(

latest(proposals.(
6. Councillors(presentation(on(29(July(after(both(exhibitions(feedback(had(been(incorporated(

into(the(proposals,(intended(to(update(councillors(and(demonstrate(scheme(evolution.(
7.  The(Design(Council(were(engaged(from(an(early(stage,(utilising(the(Design(Council(Review(

service.!
8.  Neighbouring(residents(have(also(been(kept(informed(during(the(application(by(the(

applicant(personally.!

( ( (
( ( Identif icat ion(of (stakeholder(groups( (
( ( (

3.2( ( Local(residents,(local(councillors(and(local(community(groups(were(identified(as(likely(to(have(
interest(in(the(proposals.((Prior(to(the(public(exhibition,(outline(proposals(were(presented(to(a(key(
stakeholders,(comprising(of(EDRA,(Taplow(Investments(and(the(Hitcham(and(Taplow(Society((HATS)(
to(seek(their(initial(views(and(feedback.((The(purpose(of(the(meeting(was(primarily(to(help(develop(
proposals(for(the(site(at(Mill(Lane,(which(are(sympathetic(to(local(views(and(aspirations.((It(was(also(
intended(to(provide(an(opportunity(for(the(Berkeley(team(to(meet(with(these(key(groups,(and(gain(a(
better(understanding(of(their(vision(for(the(site(and(respond(to(initial(questions.(

( ( (
( ( Local (residents(
( ( (

3.3( ( Based(on(the(location(and(size(of(the(proposal(site,(a(sphere(of(interest(was(identified(as(comprising(
Taplow(to(the(east(of(the(site,(Ellington(Road(and(surrounding(area(to(the(south(of(the(site(and(the(
streets(located(to(the(west(of(the(site(on(the(Maidenhead(side(of(the(Thames.(A(total(of(1,400(
letters(were(delivered(to(properties(in(these(areas(informing(residents(about(the(exhibition(events(
held(in(April(and(July(2014.(A(schedule(of(the(roads(that(were(included(in(the(letter(drop(is(included(
in(Appendix(A(and(a(copy(of(the(letters(can(be(seen(in(Appendix(B.((

( ( (
(
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( ( Community(groups(
( ( (

3.4( ( In(order(to(inform(local(community(groups(about(the(proposals,(notices(were(put(up(on(notice(
boards(at(Taplow(Village(Hall(and(Ellington(Road.(A(copy(of(the(notices(for(April(and(July(exhibitions(
are(included(in(Appendix(C.(Taplow(Parish,(EDRA(and(the(Taplow(and(Hitcham(Society(were(also(sent(
emails(directly(which(they(then(circulated(to(their(mailing(list(of(members.((

( ( (
( ( Level (of ( interest (and(communication(methods(
( ( (

3.5( ( We(anticipated(that(the(proposals(were(likely(to(generate(a(significant(level(of(interest(overall(given(
the(range(of(stakeholder(groups(and(interests(identified.(On(this(basis,(the(following(precapplication(
communication(methods(were(considered(proportionate:(

( ( (
( ( c The(proposals(was(presented(to(an(initial(stakeholder(group,(the(Hitcham(and(Taplow(

Society(to(generate(feedback(in(March(2014;(

c Advertisements(placed(in(the(Maidenhead(Advertiser(and(South(Bucks(Observer(on(19(
March(and(18(June(2014(informing(the(public(about(the(upcoming(exhibitions(in(April(and(

July(2014;(
c Notices(placed(at(Taplow(Village(Hall(notice(board(and(Ellington(Road(notice(board(prior(to(

the(both(the(April(and(July(exhibitions;(
c 1,400(letters(informing(residents(about(the(exhibitions(were(distributed(in(the(local(area;((

c Emails(sent(directly(to(Taplow(Parish(advertising(the(exhibitions;((
c Emails(sent(directly(inviting(those(that(attended(the(first(exhibition(to(come(to(the(follow(

up(exhibition.(
c An(upctocdate(public(website(was(set(up(providing(information(about(the(proposals(

c An(initial(public(exhibition(held(in(April(2014(to(generate(feedback(on(the(concept(
proposals;((

c A(second(public(exhibition(held(in(July(2014(to(generate(feedback(on(the(more(detailed(
proposals,(and;(

c A(follow(up(presentation(was(made(to(Council(members(end(July(2014(following(the(
exhibitions(to(update(councillors(on(feedback(received(by(the(team,(and(how(we(had(

responded(in(amending(the(design(of(the(scheme.(
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4.0( ( April(2014(exhibition(
( ( (

4.1( ( This(section(provides(a(summary(of(the(feedback(from(the(initial(stage(of(consultation(that(
comprised(a(public(exhibition(held(over(two(days.(The(first(event(was(held(on(2(April(2014(at(1pmc
8pm(at(Taplow(Rowing(Club,(Bridge(Boat(House,(River(Road,(Taplow,(SL6(0AT.(The(second(event(was(
held(on(5(April(2014(at(10amc2pm(at(Taplow(Village(Hall,(The(Village(Centre(High(Street,(Taplow,(
Maidenhead,(SL6(0EX.(The(exhibition(was(intended(to(provide(a(broad(outline(of(the(scheme(and(to(
seek(feedback(on(the(initial(proposals.(Photos(from(the(events(held(in(April(2014(are(included(in(
Appendix(D.(((A(copy(of(the(April(exhibition(boards(is(included(in(Appendix(E.(

( ( (
( ( Feedback(forms(
( ( (

4.2( ( A(sample(feedback(form(that(was(made(available(at(the(exhibition(is(included(in(Appendix(F.(The(
questions(on(the(form(are(intended(to(run(sequentially(from(the(macro(level((the(principle(of(the(
regeneration(of(the(site)(down(to(the(micro(level((the(location(of(footpaths(through(the(site).(Each(
question(is(intended(to(be(read(in(isolation(to(inform(the(applicant(on(the(views(of(respondents(on(
the(macro(issues(separately(to(any(comments(regarding(the(site.(The(form(includes(opencended(
questions(followed(by(a(series(of(statements(that(respondents(rated(in(terms(of(how(far(they(agreed(
or(disagreed(with(them.(The(form(concluded(with(an(open(section(for(respondents(to(provide(any(
additional(comments.(107(feedback(forms(were(received.((

( ( (
( ( Consultat ion(summary(
( ( (

4.3( ( The(outcome(of(the(feedback(forms(is(detailed(in(Appendix(G.(
( ( (

4.4( ( The(headline(outcomes(of(the(exhibition(can(be(summarised(as(follows:((
(

c The(principle(of(the(regeneration(of(the(site(is(supported(by(99%(of(respondents;!
c Key(elements(of(the(scheme(to(gain(support(were(new(green(space((19%),(the(

redevelopment(of(Skindles((15%),(the(proposed(footbridge((15%);!
c 77%(of(respondents(either(strongly(agree(or(agree(that(the(broad(outline(of(the(scheme(is(

well(designed(with(an(appropriate(mix(of(housing(and(apartments;!
c 90%(of(respondents(are(in(favour(of(restoring(the(Gentlemen’s(Villas((Glen(Island(House,(

Mill(Island(House(and(Dunloe(Lodge)(to(residential(use;!
c 93%(of(respondents(support(the(proposed(flow(of(footpaths(through(the(site;(
c The(regeneration(of(Skindles(is(supported(by(71%(of(respondents;!
c 98%(of(respondents(are(in(favour(of(including(senior(living(accommodation(as(part(of(the(

scheme;!
c 72%(of(respondents(either(strongly(agree(or(agree(that(the(relocation(of(the(Mill(Lane/Bath(

Road(junction(would(provide(a(safer(access(point(that(would(reduce(the(impact(on(the(

Grade(I(listed(bridge;!
c 70%(of(respondents(supported(retaining(Meadowland(as(open(space;(and!
c key(elements(that(were(identified(for(improvement(include(design((30%(c(mainly(Millside(

buildings),(the(closure(of(the(A4/Mill(Lane(junction((21%)(and(the(division(of(public/private(
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space((17%).!

( ( (
( ( Design(evolution( in(response(to(key( issues(raised(
( ( (

4.5( ( This(section(sets(out(how(the(applicant(responded(to(key(issues(that(emerged(during(the(initial(
consultation.((The(outcome(of(all(these(changes(was(detailed(as(part(of(the(second(exhibition(held(in(
July,(and(presented(on(an(exhibition(board(“you(said/(we(said”.(A(copy(of(the(July(exhibition(boards(
can(be(found(in(Appendix(H.(The(April(responses(highlight(several(key(areas(that(were(the(subject(of(
focus.((These(are:(

( ( (
( ( 1. Design(

2. Traffic/parking(

3. Accessibility(
4. Open(space/public(realm(

5. Senior(living.(((

( ( (
( ( These(issues(are(addressed(each(in(turn(below.(
( ( (
( ( Design(
( ( (

4.6( ( Feedback(from(the(first(exhibition(demonstrated(that(41%(of(respondents(identified(that(the(design(
of(the(Skindles(restaurant,(the(senior(living(accommodation(and(the(Jubilee(Apartments(required(
improvement.((Following(this(feedback,(the(design(of(the(Skindles(Restaurant(was(addressed.((The(
modern(design(was(altered(so(that(the(restaurant(would(appear(more(sympathetic(alongside(the(
Grade(I(listed(Maidenhead(Bridge.((The(Jubilee(Apartments(were(redesigned(to(provide(a(more(
residential(appearance,(and(the(senior(living(accommodation(was(redesigned(in(terms(of(layout(and(
appearance.(((

( ( (
( ( Traff ic/parking(
( ( (

4.7( ( Traffic(and(parking(were(key(issues(emerging(from(the(initial(consultation.((Comments(were(critical(
of(the(proposed(heavily(engineered(Highway(solution.((In(response(to(the(feedback(received,(the(
existing(Mill(Lane/Bath(Road(junction(was(redesigned(to(incorporate(a(leftcturn(access(only(via(the(
existing(Mill(Lane/Bath(Road(junction.((This(meant(that(the(proposed(junction(solution(could(be(
scaled(back(significantly,(and(fewer(TPO(trees(along(Bath(Road(would(need(to(be(felled.((Parking(
provision(on(the(scheme(was(increased(to(include(an(additional(car(park(on(the(former(National(Grid(
Land.((

( ( (
( ( Accessibi l i ty (
( ( (

4.8( ( The(proposed(footbridge(and(footpaths(through(the(site(were(supported(during(the(consultation.(In(
response(to(the(positive(feedback,(the(accessibility(of(the(site(was(further(enhanced(by(developing(
footpaths(through(the(site(and(committing(to(the(delivery(of(a(footbridge(connecting(the(site(to(
Boulters(Lock.((
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( ( (
( ( Open(space/publ ic (realm(
( ( (

4.9( ( The(retention(of(Meadowlands(received(considerable(support(during(the(initial(consultation.((In(
response(to(the(feedback(received,(the(public(use(of(this(space(was(further(encouraged(through(
improved(footpath(links(across(the(site.((Comments(suggesting(the(inclusion(of(public(art(and(a(
waterwheel(as(part(of(the(scheme(were(also(taken(into(account(and(incorporated(as(part(of(the(
scheme.(((

( ( (
( ( Senior( l iv ing(
( ( (

4.10( ( 98%(of(respondents(supported(the(proposal(for(a(senior(living(facility(on(the(site,(although(questions(
were(raised(relating(to(the(design(of(the(accommodation(and(provision(for(parking.((Following(this(
feedback,(parking(provision(was(increased(and(the(overall(appearance(was(further(developed(with(a(
focus(on(high(quality(design.((((

( ( (
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5.0( ( July(2014(exhibition(
( ( (

5.1( ( This(section(provides(a(summary(of(the(feedback(received(from(the(second(exhibition.((The(
exhibition(was(held(on(2(July(2014(at(3pmc8pm(at(Taplow(Rowing(Club,(Bridge(Boat(House,(River(
Road,(Taplow,(SL6(0AT.((This(second(phase(of(consultation(was(intended(to(show(the(more(detailed(
proposals(for(the(scheme,(based(on(the(feedback(from(the(first(stage(of(consultation.(Feedback(
from(the(April(exhibition(was(detailed(as(part(of(the(second(exhibition(held(in(July,(and(presented(on(
an(exhibition(board(“you(said/(we(said”.(A(copy(of(the(July(exhibition(boards(can(be(found(in(
Appendix(H.(This(board(was(well(received(by(local(residents,(as(it(clearly(set(out(how(local(residents(
had(felt(about(some(of(the(issues,(and(how(the(applicant(had(responded(in(developing(the(scheme(
design.(

( ( (
( ( Feedback(forms(
( ( (

5.2( ( A(sample(feedback(form(that(was(made(available(at(the(exhibition(is(included(in(Appendix(I.((The(
feedback(form(comprises(five(questions,(concluded(with(an(opencended(question(allowing(
respondents(to(provide(any(additional(comments.(63(feedback(forms(were(received.(((

( ( (
( ( Consultat ion(summary(
( ( (

5.3( ( The(outcome(of(the(feedback(forms(is(detailed(in(Appendix(J:(
( ( (
( ( (

5.4( ( In(summary,(the(headline(outcomes(of(the(exhibition(are(as(follows:(
(

c 68%(of(respondents(strongly(agree(or(agree(that(the(revised(proposals(are(an(
improvement(to(those(show(during(the(first(exhibition;(

c 63%(of(respondents(strongly(agree(or(agree(that(the(design(of(the(buildings,(the(types(
of(materials(and(the(architecture(proposed(are(appropriate(and(suitable(for(the(area;(

c 96%(of(respondents(agree(or(strongly(agree(that(the(proposed(footbridge(to(Boulters(
Lock(would(benefit(the(development(and(the(wider(community;(and(

c 61%(of(respondents(strongly(agree(or(agree(that(the(proposed(new(design(for(the(Mill(
Lane/Bath(Road(junction(provides(the(safest(and(most(suitable(solution(for(access(to(the(

site.(
( ( (
( ( Design(evolution( in(response(to(further( issues(raised(
( ( (

5.6( ( This(section(sets(out(how(the(applicant(responded(to(further(issues(that(emerged(during(the(second(
consultation.((The(responses(above(clearly(demonstrate(that(local(residents(opinion(of(the(proposals(
has(improved(significantly.((Notwithstanding,(some(areas(continued(to(be(the(subject(of(focus,(most(
notably(traffic(and(parking(queries.(

( ( (
5.7( ( Following(the(consultation(event,(some(further(changes(were(made(to(the(scheme.((These(included(

the(following:(
(
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− the(design(of(the(senior(living(building(has(been(revised(to(reflect(the(current(offer(of(40(
senior(living(units(and(20(shared(ownership(units.(The(design(was(amended(from(an(Hc
shaped(courtyard(development(to(a(Ucshaped(development.(This(represents(a(different(
approach(to(massing(and(materials(than(previously,(and(also(reduces(the(spread(of(the(
proposals;(setting(the(building(further(back(from(the(existing(residents(along(Mill(Lane.!

− The(redesign(of(the(senior(living(accommodation(facilitated(an(increase(in(car(parking(
serving(the(restaurant(and(allowed(for(some(more(informal(visitor(parking(along(Mill(Lane.!

− The(design(of(the(fifth(floor(balconies(at(the(apartment(buildings(has(been(adjusted(to(
address(concerns(regarding(scale(and(massing.!

( ( (
( ( Presentation(to(Counci l (Members(
( ( (

5.8( ( A(further(presentation(was(made(to(Members(on(29(July(2014(which(reflects(the(final(scheme,(as(
submitted.((The(purpose(of(the(update(was(to(demonstrate(to(members(the(design(evolution(in(
response(to(public(consultation(responses(received.((The(professional(team(were(present(to(answer(
any(technical(queries(attendees(had(in(respect(of(the(proposals.(

( ( (
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6.0( ( Design(Council(
( ( (

6.1( ( The(scheme(was(considered(by(the(Design(Council(in(a(Design(Workshop(on(24(March(2014(and(
again(in(a(Design(Review(Meeting(on(18(June(2014.(((

( ( (
6.2(( ( Following(the(design(council’s(comments,(the(scheme(was(developed(and(the(accompanying(Design(

and(Access(Statement(provide(more(detail(on(this.(In(summary,(the(changes(comprised(the(
following:(
(

− The(design(of(the(new(road(layout(was(refined(with(a(stronger(landscape(setting;(
− A(left(turn(only(from(Bath(Road(into(Mill(Lane(from(an(eastbound(direction(was(introduced,(

which(allowed(the(new(road(layout(to(comprise(a(less(engineered(solution(with(a(reduced(
land(take(for(new(road(surface;(

− The(design(of(the(Skindles(riverfront(area(developed(with(an(articulated(roof(and(gable(
ends(onto(the(river,(and(a(gateway(concept(was(developed(to(create(a(sense(of(threshold;(

− The(senior(living(accommodation(was(reduced(from(3(to(2½(storeys,(the(footprint(was(
reconfigured(to(balance(both(wings(of(the(development(and(to(create(space(for(the(
pavilion(gateway(building;(Open(meadow(land(developed(with(swales;(

− Future(phase:(a(public(parking(area(and(new(office(development(was(developed(with(
Thames(side(access;(

− The(urban(design(of(the(Jubilee(Riverside(South(housing(area(was(developed(with(marker(
buildings(at(key(locations,(and(resulted(in(a(more(organic(layout;(

− The(new(square(at(the(heart(of(the(development(is(informed(by(the(development(and(the(
scheme(design(seeks(to(address(the(relationship(of(buildings(and(landscaping(to(define(the(
space(better,(and(incorporating(a(waterwheel(feature(to(reflect(the(site(heritage;(

− Vehicular(access(to(Taplow(village(closed(off;(
− Landscape(and(access(arrangements(around(the(Jubilee(Riverside(north(developed,(

creating(green(corridors(between(apartment(buildings;(
− The(development(of(the(public(and(private(access(in(the(northern(biodiversity(area(of(the(

site,(including(Jubilee(River(front(walkway;(
− Public(and(private(access(arrangements(for(the(retained(structures(in(the(Woodland(area(

are(illustrated(in(greater(detail,(in(particular(how(access(works(from(the(new(estate(road(to(
Mill(Island(House,(Mill(Cottage,(the(Powerhouse,(Glen(Island(House(and(the(Stables;(
Introduction(of(pedestrian(footbridge(over(the(Thames.!

( ( (
6.3( ( On(viewing(the(revised(scheme(on(18(June,(the(Design(Council(was(encouraged(by(the(proposals(

and(confirmed(that(the(site(masterplan(strategy(is(sound(and(is(progressing(in(the(right(direction.((
Their(subsequent(comments(led(to(further(developments(of(the(scheme,(as(follows:(
(

− The(senior(living(accommodation(was(reconfigured(to(open(up(the(internal(courtyard(and(
shared(ownership(buildings,(reducing(the(spread(at(this(location;(

− Car(parking(has(been(developed(across(the(site;(
− The(shared(surface(treatment(at(the(entrance(to(Mill(Lane(from(Bath(Road(was(developed(

with(integrated(car(parking;(
− The(Skindles(riverfront(area(housing(was(developed(to(reflect(riverfront(housing;(
− Future(phase:(the(public(parking(area(adjacent(to(the(proposed(new(offices(was(
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reconfigured(to(create(more(open(space(next(to(the(Thames(to(encourage(activity;(
− Jubilee(Riverside(South(housing(area(is(developed(into(a(hierarchy(of(streets(and(green(

lanes;(Improvement(on(the(key(sightlines(between(the(Jubilee(Apartments(and(the(existing(
Mill(Races.(

− The(introduction(of(a(designated(picnic(area(near(the(northern(tip(of(the(site(by(the(
proposed(footbridge.(

− Jubilee(Downs(is(connected(to(the(main(site(via(the(existing(footbridge;(
− Public(and(private(access(is(further(clarified(through(the(suite(of(materials(and(the(

orientation(of(paths,(roads(and(lanes(throughout(the(development.!
( ( (

6.4( ( The(dialogue(with(the(Design(Council(allowed(the(scheme(to(develop(broadly(in(accordance(with(the(
feedback(and(suggestions(received(from(the(Design(Council,(while(at(the(same(time(having(regard(to(
the(very(real(constraints(of(the(site.(The(constraints(are(covered(elsewhere(in(the(submission,(
however,(for(reference,(these(comprise(flooding,(heritage,(highways,(TPO(trees(and(biodiversity.(We(
have(sought(to(balance(all(the(issues(in(the(round(to(deliver(a(high(quality(scheme(which(reflects(our(
vision(for(the(site(for(a(landscape(and(Conservation(led(design(approach(to(the(masterplan(that:((
(

− Builds(on(the(unique(historical (character (of(the(site(to(create(a(new(Sustainable(

Community(within(a(rich(Landscape(sett ing.(

− Reconnects (the(site(with(its(surroundings.(

− Recenergises(a(disused(site(by(bringing(new(residential,(commercial(and(leisure(uses(into(
play.(
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7.0( ( Summary(and(conclusions(
( ( (

7.1( ( The(principal(purpose(of(this(statement(is(to(set(out(the(consultation(outcome(of(the(exhibitions(and(
community(engagement(exercises(that(were(held(prior(to(the(submission(of(the(planning(application(
for(the(comprehensive(redevelopment(of(the(former(Taplow(Mill(site(in(Maidenhead.((

( ( (
7.2( ( In(doing(so,(the(statement(demonstrates(that(the(applicant(has(worked(collaboratively(and(openly(

with(interested(parties(at(an(early(stage(to(identify,(understand(and(seek(to(resolve(issues(
associated(with(the(scheme.(((

( ( (
7.3( ( In(addition(to(the(exhibitions,(the(applicant(has(also(consulted(with(the(local(planning(authority,(the(

Design(Council(and(held(detailed(discussions(on(the(emerging(proposals(at(a(number(of(prec
application(meetings.(((

( ( (
7.4( ( The(approach(to(precapplication(engagement(was(also(tailored(to(the(nature(of(the(proposed(

development(and(the(issues(to(be(addressed((i.e.(it(was(proportionate).((Two(phases(of(public(
consultation(were(held(in(April(and(July(2014.((The(first(stage(was(intended(to(generate(feedback(on(
the(broad(outline(of(the(scheme.((The(second(phase(was(intended(to(demonstrate(the(changes(
made((as(crystallised(on(the(“you(said/(we(said”(July(exhibition(board)(and(generate(further(
feedback(on(the(more(detailed(proposals.(

( ( (
7.5( ( The(feedback(response(showed(the(majority(of(the(public(supported(the(proposals(and(recognised(

the(potential(for(this(development(to(regenerate(the(Taplow(Mill(site(and(remove(the(gasholder(
owned(by(National(Grid.((A(number(of(issues/comments(were(also(highlighted,(which(the(design(
team(has(responded(to(and(addressed(by(making(amendments(to(the(scheme(to(provide(a(high(
quality(development(that(results(in(no(greater(impact(on(the(openness(of(the(Green(Belt.(((
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A.! ! Schedule!of!streets!subject!to!letter!drop!
  



Street%name

Ray%Mead%Road%
Maidenhead%Court%Park%
Oakhurst%(Off%Maidenhead%Court%Park)%
Elmwood%(Off%Maidenhead%Court%Park)%
Ashdown%(Off%Maidnehead%Court%Park)%
Sheephurst%Road%
Wildbrook%Road%
Islet%Road%
Islet%Park%Drive%
Whitebrook%Park%
Battlemead%Close
Court%Road%
The%Avenue%
Lovett%Garden%
Cliveden%Mead%
Lock%Mead%
Poplars%Grove%
Ashley%Park%
Lower%Cookham%Road%
Lock%Avenue
Thames%Crescent%
The%Pagoda%
Ray%Mill%Road%East
Boulters%Lane%
Boulters%Close%
Boulters%Court%
Clappers%Meadow
Longworth%Drive%
Woodhurst%Road%
Frances%Avenue%
Derek%Road%

Mill%Lane
Ellington%Road%
River%Road
Berry%Hill%and%Berry%Hill%Court%
Cliveden%Road%
Rectory%Road%
High%Street%
Hill%Farm%Road%
Boundary%Road
Station%Road%
Approach%Road%
Hitcham%Lane
Saxon%Gardens%
Buffins
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B.! ! Letter!advising!local!residents!of!April!and!July!exhibitions!
  



 

 

  
 

 
 
 
 

Invitation to Public Exhibition 
Land off Mill Lane, Taplow 
 
 
17 June 2014  
 
Dear Resident, 
 
Invitation to Public Exhibition – Land off Mill Lane, Taplow 
 
As you may be aware, Berkeley Homes (Three Valleys) took legal ownership of the site at Mill 

Lane, Taplow earlier this year and many of you joined us for our initial public consultation in 

April. We were grateful for the large amount of feedback you provided and now invite you to 

review our updated plans for the site. 

 

We are keen to present our revised proposals to residents and hear any further comments or 

suggestions you may have.  

 
The Public Exhibition will be held at: 

 

Venue - Maidenhead Rowing Club, River Road, Maidenhead, SL6 OAT 

Time - Wednesday 2nd July between 3pm and 8pm 

 

Representatives from Berkeley Homes and the project team will be available to answer any 
questions regarding the development. For further information, please call our Office on: 

 

 01753 784 400 or email caroline.mchardy@berkeleygroup.co.uk 

 

We look forward to sharing our vision with you. 

 

Kind Regards, 

 

 

Caroline McHardy  

Land Manager 

 
 



 

 

  
 

 
 
 
 

Invitation(to(Public(Exhibition(
Land(off(Mill(Lane,(Taplow(
 
 
 
 
20 March 2014  
 
Dear Resident, 
 
Invitation to Public Exhibition – Land off Mill Lane, Taplow 
 
As#you#may#be#aware,#Berkeley#Homes#(Three#Valleys)#has#recently#taken#legal#ownership#of#the#site#at#
Mill# Lane,# Taplow.# The# site# had# previously# been# promoted# by# Barratt# Homes,# who# developed# a#
thorough#design#brief#for#the#site,#which#was#subsequently#adopted#by#South#Bucks#District#Council.#

#
Berkeley#Homes#will#be#holding#a#public#exhibition#to#display#its#initial#proposals#for#the#redevelopment#
at# the# Former# St# Regis# Paper# Mill# and# Skindles,# Taplow.# We# are# keen# to# present# our# proposals# to#
residents#and#hear#any#comments#or#suggestions#on#them.##
 
The(Public(Exhibitions(will(be(held(at:(
Venue#=#Maidenhead(Rowing(Club,(River(Road,(Maidenhead,(SL6(OAT(
Time(=(Wednesday(2nd(April(between(3pm(and(8pm(
(
Venue(=(The(Village(Centre,(High(Street,(Taplow,(SL6(OEX(
Time(=(Saturday(5th(April(between(9am(and(1:30pm(
 
Representatives#from#Berkeley#Homes#and#the#project#team#will#be#available#at#both#events#to#answer#
any#questions#regarding#the#development.#For#further#information,#please#call#our#Offices#on:#
#
#01753(784400(or( email( caroline.mchardy@berkeleygroup.co.uk#or(Curtin&Co(on#0207(399(2293(or(
email(jenniferb@curtinandco.com(
#
Kind#Regards,#
#
Caroline#McHardy##
Land(Manager,(Berkeley(Homes((Three(Valley)(
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C.! ! Notice!board!adverts!advising!local!residents!of!April!and!July!
exhibitions!
! !



Land at the Former Regis Paper Mill, Mill Lane, 
Taplow 

 
Planning Application Proposals 

 
Berkeley Homes will be holding a public exhibition to display proposals for the 
redevelopment at the Former Regis Paper Mill and Skindles, Taplow.  
 
The Public Exhibition will be held at: 
 
Maidenhead Rowing Club, River Road, Maidenhead, SL6 0AT 
On Wednesday 2nd April between 3pm and 8pm  
 
The Village Centre, High Street, Taplow, SL6 0EX 
On Saturday 5th April between 9am and 1.30pm 
 
Representatives from Berkeley Homes and the Project Team will be available at 
both  events to answer any questions regarding the development. 
 
For further information, please call Berkeley Homes on 01753 784400 or email 
caroline.mchardy@berkeleygroup.co.uk 
 
We look forward to welcoming you. 
 

  



Land at the Former Regis Paper Mill, Mill Lane, 
Taplow 

 
Planning Application Proposals 

 
Berkeley Homes will be holding a public exhibition to display proposals for the 
redevelopment at the Former Regis Paper Mill and Skindles, Taplow.  
 
The Public ExhibitiThe Public ExhibitiThe Public ExhibitiThe Public Exhibitionononon    will be held awill be held awill be held awill be held atttt::::    
    
Maidenhead Rowing Club, River Road, Maidenhead, SL6 0AT 
OnOnOnOn    Wednesday 2Wednesday 2Wednesday 2Wednesday 2ndndndnd    JulyJulyJulyJuly    between between between between 3333pm and 8pmpm and 8pmpm and 8pmpm and 8pm        
 
Representatives from Berkeley Homes and the Project Team will be available at the event to 
answer any questions regarding the development. 
 
For further information, please call Berkeley Homes on 01753 784400 or email 
caroline.mchardy@berkeleygroup.co.uk 
 
We look forward to welcoming you. 
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D.! ! Photographs!from!April!events!
  



Public'Exhibit ion'Photographs'–'Taplow'Vil lage'Hall '–'5'Apri l '2014'
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E.! ! Exhibition!boards!(April)!
  



Former St Regis Paper Mill, 
Mill Lane, Taplow

The Berkeley Group

Berkeley Homes Three Valleys is a proud member of the 
Berkeley Group. We build homes and neighbourhoods.  
Our business is based on creating beautiful, successful 
places across London and the South of England.

We work with other people to tackle 
the shortage of good quality homes and 
we make a lasting contribution to the 
landscape and the communities we  
help create.

We build places characterised by the 
quality of their design, public realm, 
transport and access to jobs and facilities 
– all the things we know people look for in 
somewhere to live.

Berkeley has been ranked Britain’s most 
sustainable major housebuilder for the  
last seven years in a row.

Our team has a wealth of experience 
sensitively developing sites in this region, 
providing much needed homes and 
practical improvements to the  
local infrastructure.

We invest in the social, economic and 
environmental fabric of the places  
where we work, helping them become 
thriving communities.

Hermitage Wharf, London
Example of a previous riverside 
development by Berkeley Homes



Former St Regis Paper Mill, 
Mill Lane, Taplow

Planning

The Berkeley site forms part of a wider 
Mill Lane mixed-use allocation in South 
Buckinghamshire District Council’s (SBDC) 
adopted Core Strategy 2011. The Core 
Strategy seeks to bring this allocation 
forward for redevelopment early in the 
2011-2021 period, to enhance the Taplow 
Riverside Conservation Area, deliver new 
housing and allow better access to the 
River Thames and Jubilee River.

In July 2013, SBDC adopted the Mill Lane 
Supplementary Planning Document, to 
take forward the Core Strategy allocation 
and guide regeneration 
of this opportunity site. 
The council approved 
the development 
brief following public 
consultations and public 
exhibitions between 2011 
and 2013.

The brief confirms that the site is 
designated to provide a range of 
potentially suitable uses including;

-  Residential

-  Commercial

-  Restaurants

-  Open Space

-  Care Facilities

Berkeley owns approximately 42 acres of 
this allocated site as shown outlined on the 
plan above.

Berkeley Homes intends to submit its 
planning application during summer 
2014. The application will build upon the 
principles outlined within the adopted 
development brief.

 



Former St Regis Paper Mill, 
Mill Lane, Taplow

Benefits

Enhancing public access with 
new pedestrian pathways 
and bridges through the site, 
linking Boulter's Lock to a 
natural ecology area.

Improving the visual impact of 
the whole area.

The provision of public access 
through the site including a 
new footbridge link across the 
Thames to Maidenhead. 

Integrating the country park, 
hillside meadow and natural 
ecological areas with the 
wider area.

Enhanced quality of Jubilee 
River frontage at Millside with 
public access allowing greater 
enjoyment of the water's edge.

Providing senior living support 
housing for vulnerable people.

 Providing new homes for 
an expanding community 
from a leading sustainable 
house builder.

Regenerating the area by 
removing disused unsightly 
buildings.

Improving public access 
to green spaces and river 
frontage which has been 
previously inaccessible to 
the general public.

The redevelopment of the site will benefit the wider 
community by:



Former St Regis Paper Mill, 
Mill Lane, Taplow

The Berkeley Group aim to make a lasting 
contribution to the landscape and to the 
communities we help to create when 
addressing a national and regional housing 
shortage. As part of this endeavour, all of 
the homes at Mill Lane will be built to at 
least Code for Sustainable Homes Level 3, 
prepared for the future.

Social Sustainability –  
Neighbourhoods for the Future

The Berkeley Group consistently deliver 
fantastic homes in amazing places, where 
people feel they belong and hope to stay. 
Our sites do not just deliver homes; they 
create communities. These are built around 
an aspiration to continuously improve 
resident’s quality of life.

Berkeley creates successful,  
sustainable places 
 
Each of our developments is individually 
designed to match the local character, 
unique history and community aspirations.
We take pride in our developments from 
the very beginning to completion and 
beyond. 
 
We develop schemes renowned for their 
design, public realm, transport, open space, 
access to employment and amenities - all 
of the things that people look for in a place 
to live.

Apprenticeships 
 
We are committed to creating 
apprenticeships and skills development 
opportunities for people who aspire 
to work in the construction industry. 
We recognise that there are significant 
numbers of people in the UK who are not 
in education, employment or training. 
By providing opportunities to help 
these people succeed, we can make a 
real difference to their lives, whilst also 
generating benefits for society and the 
economy in the UK.

80%

3.5

of construction waste will be 
recycled and there will be  
on-site recycling facilities

jobs created for every home 
built and training initiatives 
for aspiring apprentices will 
be provided on this site

Sustainability



Former St Regis Paper Mill, 
Mill Lane, Taplow

Berkeley Homes hopes you have found the presentation of the planned redevelopment  
of Mill Lane informative and we thank you for taking the time to attend this exhibition.

We try to take local views and concerns into account when planning new developments 
and would therefore value your feedback.

Berkeley would be grateful for any comments on our current proposals so please do fill 
out a feedback form based on what you have seen today. 

This helps us with our plans for the site and will enable us to keep you informed  
about its progress. We intend to submit our planning application this summer, and  
will be having a further exhibition beforehand, following feedback received during  
the consultation process.

For further updates and feedback from today please visit 
our website at www.taplowpapermill.co.uk

Thank you for  
your interest


